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Federal Judicial Center

The Federal Judicial Center is the research and education agency of the federal judicial system. The many specific statutory duties of the Center and its Board fall into a few broad categories:

• conducting and promoting research on federal judicial procedures and court operations;
• conducting and promoting orientation and continuing education and training for federal judges, court employees, and others;
• conducting and fostering the study and preservation of federal judicial history; and
• providing information and advice to further improvement in the administration of justice in the courts of foreign countries and inform federal judicial personnel of developments in foreign court systems that could affect their work.

By statute, the Chief Justice of the U.S. chairs the Center’s Board, which also includes the Director of the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts and seven judges elected by the Judicial Conference.
The Federal Facilities Council (FFC) was established in 1953. It operates under the auspices of the Board on Infrastructure and the Constructed Environment (BICE) of the National Research Council.

The FFC's mission is to identify and advance technologies, processes, and management practices that improve the performance of federal facilities over their entire life-cycle, from planning to disposal.

To achieve its mission, the FFC: develops and disseminates facilities-related information through networking, conferences, workshops, and studies; provides a forum to identify government-wide issues regarding facility planning, design, construction, operation, maintenance, and management; convenes standing committee meetings to promote networking and information sharing among sponsor agencies; and deploys its findings through its reports published by the National Academies Press.
Internet Access

Connect to the Wireless Network "Guest1x"

Open browser and connect to a public website ex Google.com

When re-directed to the login page, enter the credentials below

Username:   guestkpmg1@ao.uscourts.gov

Password:   Bsc4Zeh
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